
Visiting Hong Kong’s First Crowdfunding Store

The Chamber visited Backers, 
Hong Kong’s first crowdfund-
ing concept store, located in 

Tsim Sha Tsui’s K11 shopping mall, 
on 13 July. Backers allows shoppers 
to test and buy products found on 
crowdfunding sites like Kickstarter 
and Indiegogo.

The delegation was hosted by 
Backers’ founders, Damien Ng and 
Panda Ho, who spoke about crowd-
funding in Hong Kong, as well as 
how Backers was founded. Members 
also tried out some of the crowd-
funded products in the store.

“Backers provides a useful chan-
nel for selling things to the public, 
especially consumers who are keen 
about acquiring the latest gadgetry 
but are reluctant to make such pur-
chases without having handled the 
product in person. We work with 
various crowdfunded projects all 
over the world which can be found 
on crowdfunding platforms such 
as Kickstarter, Indiegogo, zeczec, 
flyingV and Makuake to facilitate 
product interaction, promote cus-
tomer experience, and hopefully 
enhance sales,” said Ng. 



Crowdfunding has increasingly 
become a popular means of raising 
money to collectively support inno-
vative ideas. In a 2015 Massolution 
study, it was estimated that US$34 
billion had been raised worldwide 
through crowdfunding, more than 
double the US$16 billion recorded 
in 2014. According to the World 
Bank, the outlook for crowdfund-
ing is especially promising in China 
and can potentially reach US$50 
billion by 2025, accounting for 
more than half of the global total of 
US$96 billion.
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